
 
 

Title of proposal:  
 
 
Commission long term home care 
service. 
 
The Council continues to provide in-
house long term home care services for 
a very small group of people (circa 15). 
 
This proposal is to transfer this work, by 
commissioning a service from 
independent care sector providers.  
In 2016, a new model was adopted 
where any new home care clients, 
requiring long term support, had their 
care delivered by an independent 
provider.  
 
This proposal would mean all service 
users received home care services from 
commissioned providers.  
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Description of potential mitigation 
 

Equality impact: ( all that apply.  The 
assessment should also consider impact on 
council employees and carers where 
applicable) 
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Description of impact: 
 
As this service is provided for people 
who have care and support needs, 
arising from a disability and/or age 
related frailty, then it is specifically 
people with these protected 
characteristics who will be impacted by 
this proposal. 
 
Service users affected by this budget 
proposal have been supported by some 
employees for a vast number of years 
and will need to be supported in the 
transition to a new provider with ‘new’ 
care workers providing support to 
them. 

In terms of employees, as the majority 
of our care workers are female, this 
group will be more affected by the 
proposal. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
People will still have their eligible care needs 
met for long term home care. 
People will be reviewed to ensure that their 
needs are fully understood prior to transfer 
to a new provider. 
The Council has confidence that suitable, 
good quality care provision can be sourced 
from the independent sector.  
A warm handover will occur, so that new 
carers are introduced before the existing 
carers withdraw. 
Care packages will be reviewed post transfer 
to address any issues.  
Any prospective alternative care provider 
will be registered with the Care Quality 
Commission (Regulated body) and be 
required to comply with the Health and 
Social Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) 
Regulations 2014, delivering services that 
are safe, good quality and able to meet the 
needs of respective service users. 
 
The Council‘s flexible working policy 
effectively serves to support both work and 
home life of employees, enabling people to 
balance work commitment with any child 
care commitments. 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Health impact: (eg physical, mental health, wellbeing, substance misuse) 
 
 
From a health and wellbeing perspective, adults with social care needs will still receive long term 
home care support. A comprehensive handover will be undertaken to support people through the 
change in provider, recognising that some people will be concerned about the proposed change.  
 
Those service users (14 in total) affected by this budget proposal have either physical or mental 
health needs, thus, requiring domiciliary care support to enable them to continue living 
independently in their own homes.  Some service users have been provided with Council domiciliary 
care support for nearly 30 years. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Service users and their family carers could be 
provided with a Direct Payment, which they 
could use to choose a domiciliary care 
provider.     
 
We will ensure that the right level of support 
is given to service users, enabling them to 
choose a domiciliary care provider which 
they are comfortable with and have the full 
confidence that all of their needs will be 
met. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Socio Economic impact: (eg neighbourhood, ward, area of deprivation, household group, income, 
wealth) 

 



 
There should be no significant financial impact on existing service users, who will have already had a 
financial assessment to see what contribution they make to their current long term domiciliary care 
service - this will not change by transfer to a new service provider. 
 
 
 
 
 
Environmental impact: (does the proposal impact on climate change and the Council’s 
commitment to be carbon neutral by 2030?) 
 
None 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Cumulative impact: (consider impact based on successive budgetary decisions relating to the 
proposal or is the proposal part of wider budgetary considerations that may collectively have an 
impact on service users, and is potentially at odds with the Thrive agenda) 
 
Adult social care services have previously been subject to budget decisions which have altered, 
removed or reduced service provision. We need to be mindful of the cumulative impact on our 
service users and employees when consulting and engaging on this proposal. 
 
The Council commissioned the independent sector to deliver long term home care support to new 
services users in 2016. This proposal would transfer the small number of remaining service users to 
an alternative provider rather than continue to deliver this service in-house.  Some service users 
affected by this budget proposal have previously received support from a number of providers, thus, 

 



 
a predominant objective would be to secure a Domiciliary Care provider for each service user who 
can provide long term, consistent support to them  

Summary of consultation/data/research undertaken to inform the assessment: 
(eg feedback and engagement with service users, trade unions, employees, partners, public, benchmarking, case studies) 
 
 
High level consultation plan: 
Employees and TU’s – informal consultation commencing week of 11th Jan. 
Long term clients – assessment and provider colleagues will work with individual clients to discuss the proposals and review their individual position 
(Jan/Feb 2021) 
Partners consultation – via Board meetings (Jan/Feb 2021) 
General consultation – online consultation to be arranged with representative groups (Jan/Feb 2021) 
 
 
The following comments were received by service users / family carers during individual consultations with Council officers on Monday 1st and 
Wednesday 3rd February 2021: 
 
Case 1  
 

• Expressed resistance to alternative provider due to past experience. Feels current quality of care meets relatives (service user’s) needs as 
well as needs of family carers.  

• Concerns around independent sector, citing issues with continuity and quality of care, ineffective communications with family and a lack of 
trust or faith that service user’s needs will be fully met by another Provider. 

 
Case 2  
 

• Questioned any increase in charges. 
• Concerns relating to change in carers – stated that all current staff are experienced in care and support, required to meet service user’s 

needs. 
 
 



 
Case 3 
 

• Serious concern expressed regarding standard of care previously provided independent sector provider. 
• Referred to in-house service by GP following serious concern around nutritional needs not being met, causing diabetes to be unstable.  
• Imperative that new carers will have to encourage service user to maintain good hygiene standards and diet. 
• Will require continuity of care staff to avoid distress. 
• In-house service is “fantastic - it is lovely to watch the rapport the girls have” with service user. 

 
Case 4 
   

• Receive independent sector provision x 3 weekly for social integration. Poor experience – unreliable, either late or do no visit. 
• Previously had 3 other providers all “rubbish”. 
• Family feels if relative (service user) is unhappy with new provider he “will have to do it himself”. 
• Council very reliable. 

 
Case 5 

• Transfer to alternative provider is not an option, family would look at finding someone to do the care themselves. 
• Disappointed the Council is looking at outsourcing long-term care again, happened 18 month ago and was told it would not happen again. 

Causing grandmother unnecessary stress. 
• Questioned why the service did not want to provide long term care. 
• Happy and trust the care currently provided 

 
Case 6 

• Questioned why package was being outsourced as it is funded by the CCG, therefore not costing the council any money. 
• Would like further discussions with CCG care manager (Jenny Anderson). 
• Very disappointed at the thought of losing in-house long-term service – continuity and high standards. 
• Previously had independent provider – lasted three days. 
• Discussed in detail that it took 3 years to secure CHC funding and what this and his role as primary carer has saved the council over the 

years. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Case 7 
 

• Questioned if outsourcing the long-term service has been recommended by ASC to accrue finances?   Service explained attrition model since 
2016. 

• Confirmed package of care will not be reduced, provision would be by a different provider and how this links into council savings. 
• Confirmed the council is not looking at placing long term service users into Residential Care. 
• Family have had a poor experience with Comfort Call in the past. 
• Advised Direct Payments can be used. 
• Family very happy with care provision from in-house – concerns around continuity of care from another provider. 

 
Case 8 
 

• Asked who to contact if new provider did not work out – advised commissioning team. 
• Serious concern at the mental and physical impact the stress of new carers would have on their relative, given their extreme vulnerability. 
• Asked what the potential savings would be against the stress and anxiety endured by current long term domiciliary care service users. 
• Aware of poor experiences close friends have had with independent providers eg timekeeping, continuity of care. 
• Carers explained they were both 80 this year and they have cared for their daughter since she was 17 years old forfeiting; holidays, breaks 

etc to provide 24 hour care for their daughter. This they feel is their duty but given they are extremely happy with in-house services the impact 
of proposed change is causing them undue stress and anxiety – Carer in poor health 

• Did feel about going to the press but don’t want to add any further impact of the situation on their daughter. 
• Asked if they payed the full cost of service users care, could they remain in-house? 
• Asked if they would have a choice of providers – explained direct payments which they understood the process and felt it was unmanageable 

given their age. 
• Current carers are like family and friends to their daughter.  

 
Case 9 
 

• Serious concern expressed of the vulnerability of service user in living alone. 
• Current staff have visited for many years and are like a family to her given they are the only people she sees on a daily basis. 
• District Nurses feel overnight care is required. 
• Service user is very upset at the prospect of losing in-house services. 
• Will require continuity of care staff. 

 
 



 
Case 10 
 

• Serious concerns regarding transfer to an independent sector provider. Did not like previous experience in respect of attitude of workers. 
• Has no means of sharing his views due to not owing a mobile phone or computer. 
• Did not wish to access advocacy services. 

 
Case 11 
 

• Previously had a very poor experience with independent sector provider which was featured in the press – subsequently returned to in-house 
provision. 

• Discussed potential of Direct Payments due to number of providers in the west of the borough. 
• Strongly opposed to transfer. 

 
Case 12 
 

• Strongly opposed to transfer. 
• Previous poor experience with independent sector provider, returned to in-house provision. 
• Service user and family have a good rapport with in-house workers and feels a transfer will have a detrimental effect on both her mother and 

her own health. 
 

Case 13 
 

• Queried if any further charges would be incurred by change of provider. 
• Concern regarding change of workers due to cognitive impairment. 
• Previously had independent sector provider, who were “quite good”. 
 

Case 14 
 

• Service user has had two experiences with different independent providers that were both stressful for himself and his family. Experience of 
service user was unreliable, with no continuity of care - staff did not have the skills and knowledge to deal with complex health issues. 

• Service user very distressed at budget proposal and has told his sister 
 
 



 
Following receipt of such feedback from the consultations: 
 

(i)  Council officers outlined to such service users / family carers that the same care charges would apply to service users / family carers, if 
packages of care were transferred from Council provision to that of an independent sector provider.    

(ii) Adult Social Care  Assessment and Personalisation colleagues have confirmed that reviews can be held on service users prior to any 
transfers to ensure that any prospective ‘new’ provider, would be cognisant of the respective service user’s current need levels.   

(iii) There are both block and spot domiciliary care providers in the independent sector which could provide alternative domiciliary care 
support to service users. 

(iv) The Council’s Domiciliary Care service will provide a robust and comprehensive handover (in which employee’s practice can be 
‘shadowed’) before the transition of any package of care to an independent sector provider 

 
Following the closure of the Council’s formal budget consultation process, Council, has begun to review the feedback that has been received by 
stakeholders: 
 
SUMMARY: A number of detailed objections to this proposal, including some multiple submissions. 
 

• Afternoon my name is X the Grandson of a elderly 86 year old who has been receiving care from Gateshead domiciliary care for over 15 
years. My nanna relies on this service provided to get through her day to day living independently. She has a good relationship with all of 
the care workers that provide her care they are in essence like family and most have throughout the duration been the same core group to 
a extent. this said my nanna has great trust and in them to meet her needs, two years ago this same issue arose in regards to losing her care 
team due to proposed budget cuts. This had a massive impact on my nannas mental health she suffers from a rare neurological disorder 
that effects her in many ways she became very withdrawn and was worried about having none of her cares that have supported her over 
the last decade. This had a impact on her apatite and general mood we made a appeal against this and she was able to keep her care with 
Gateshead council which was a massive relief to my nanna and all the family she started to pick up very quickly after this news and was 
reassured that her care with the council was now as it was safe. with the news via letter giving to my nanna via post she rang me in tears I 
found it hard to understand what was going on so I travelled straight to my nannas address. She presented me with the letter stating she 
could lose her care package with Gateshead council yet again. This again has had a very negative impact on my nannas metal health and 
general wellbeing again with the thought of losing her cares that she holds in very high regard as do all of our family. On the back of this my 
nanna will not move over to the private care sector as she had a very bad experience with a private care provider many years ago. This 



 
could not have come at a worse time also in the middle of a global pandemic which has everyone on edge. 2000 characters is not enough to 
get all views across. 

 
• Agree 

 
• As the only next of kin to an affected service user I am totally opposed to this proposed change . I would like to know how you can state you 

have confidence that "good quality care" can be sourced from the private sector, when previously for this user, two very unsatisfactory 
companies were sourced. There were numerous similar issues with both, the reality for these companies is that they do not fully train nor 
retain staff to cope with severely disabled and brain injured people. The possibility of new staff has already had an impact on my brother 
and he is extremely distraught, his mental well-being already compromised. I have raised this with my local councilor who has all of the 
facts regarding the failures of previous independent care providers and I expect that the council will continue to provide the current system 
of support that he requires.  
 

• better if we had less council employees 
 

• Gateshead council as a provider has a duty of care non of the independent providers offer this service I do not expect to be paying extra on 
my council tax for adult social care when you will no longer be providing this service short term clients are paid for by nhs and government 
 

• Great, outsource expensive and low take up services 
 

• How good is the independent provider? If they can do it cheaper than you can, either they cut corners or your services need looking at 
 

• I agree 
 

• I am giving these views on behalf of my sister in law who has been receiving council care for over 10 years . She is will be extremely 
distressed if these careers are replaced by a new agency, she has come to rely on there understanding of her disability and needs, and 
regards them as family and not just carers , she has advanced multiple sclerosis, is bed bound and gets very anxious with and change to her 
routine. She and her family would oppose this change to outsourcing the care package she receives. 
 



 
• I strongly disagree with outsourcing the council’s long term home care service. It could have a serious impact on the health and wellbeing of 

vulnerable people and cost the council or NHS more in the future. The stress and disruption for the individuals and families concerned could 
lead to their conditions deteriorating and have a physical and mental impact on them and their 24/7 carers at home. This could mean 
individuals needing additional support or residential care. There is no breakdown of the budget proposal on how savings will be made and 
no options for cost cutting that would allow the service to remain in house. There has been inadequate consultation with, or assessment of, 
individuals, or any proper review of the equivalent alternative provision (if it exists) all of which is possibly contrary to the Care Act. This 
proposal could deny highly vulnerable individuals who cannot speak for themselves their right to choice, dignity, respect and equality. There 
is no guarantee the individuals concerned will continue to be properly cared for and safeguarded by a private company that has significantly 
reduced operating costs and as such would be very unlikely to be able to match the quality and standards provided by the council service. 
 

• I strongly disagree with outsourcing the council’s long term home care service. It could have a serious impact on the health and wellbeing of 
vulnerable people and cost the council or NHS more in the future. The stress and disruption for the individuals and families concerned could 
lead to their conditions deteriorating and have a physical and mental impact on them and their 24/7 carers at home. This could mean 
individuals needing additional support or residential care. There is no breakdown of the budget proposal on how savings will be made and 
no options for cost cutting that would allow the service to remain in house. There has been inadequate consultation with, or assessment of, 
individuals, or any proper review of the equivalent alternative provision (if it exists) all of which is possibly contrary to the Care Act. This 
proposal could deny highly vulnerable individuals who cannot speak for themselves their right to choice, dignity, respect and equality. There 
is no guarantee the individuals concerned will continue to be properly cared for and safeguarded by a private company that has significantly 
reduced operating costs and as such would be very unlikely to be able to match the quality and standards provided by the council service. 

 
• I strongly object to the proposal to outsource this care. The disruption and distress this will cause to long term service users could be 

extremely detrimental to their mental and physical well being, as well as being in breech of their rights to dignity and respect. There has 
been inadequate consultation with the service users and their families, and as such it is not known whether the level of care needed will be 
able to be provided by adequately by a private company. It seems unlikely that with such a huge difference in cost between the current 
service and the proposed service, the quality of care if outsourced would be up to current standards. I urge you to reflect on this proposal 
as a matter of great urgency and think about the devastating impact this could have on the lives of the service users. 
 

• Is this not less effective than providing care through council? 
 



 
• My mother is one of the clients using this service at the moment. She has been using it for many years and we have been very pleased with 

the service. The carers are exceptional, the reliability is amazing and they do a wonderful job caring for Mummy. We also use night sitters 
from an independent provider and unfortunately our experience cannot be compared. My mother who is suffering from Alzheimer's knows 
and recognises the Council carers and such a change will be a major challenge for me as I am out at work most of the day. I appreciate that 
you would do a hand-over to the new provider but the Council carers have a professionalism that is not found in the independent sector (in 
my experience). There will also be an added pressure of sorting out the Direct Payments. At this point in my mother's life we feel that such 
a change would be devastating for her and would negatively impact on her health and well-being. 
 

• On behalf of the 14 individuals affected by this restrictive proposal. The council should honour the decision made in 2016 and continue with 
this vital care service These 14 individuals are each in a critically vulnerable position. This proposal will no doubt be causing the affected 
individuals and their families a huge amount of stress at a time when they will be fighting to stay safe. I would like to ask the council to 
rethink this proposal on humanitarian grounds and the expectation given in 2016. 
 

• Packages should be considerately changed over as these service users will no doubt be heavily reliant on the provision therefore 
appropriate new services should be assessed fully. 
 

• Service users opinions must be sought & noted prior to any changes. 
 

• These service users are some of the most vulnerable in our communities. Their lives are limited in so many respects and the daily 
interaction and trust they have in their carers via their care packages has been built up over years and is vital to their welfare, physical and 
mental health. It will be painful and cruel to enforce change on them at this stage of their illness or life disability - to take them away from 
the security of carers they know and a council care package they trust. On paper and in agreements there may appear to be accountability 
by private companies with procedures in place to deal with problems, or people’s changing health situations, but in practice the standard of 
service and communication is poor compared with council standards. Once contracts have been awarded, there is a lack of accountability 
and consequences for companies that just walk away from contracts or parts of contracts if they can’t get what they want or no longer 
make the profit they thought they would. Companies have owners and shareholders that demand a return on their investment, so its hardly 
surprising that if a private company can, it will cut costs to increase its profit on the contract. This does not give vulnerable people any 
security or confidence in their care. These people need us to stand strong and to fight for their rights to have decent care and dignity. If the 
council forces this change upon these service users they do so in the full knowledge of the consequences for each and every one. I could not 
have that on my conscience. 



 
• This is for my Father in law. My Father in law has already been under the care of an independent provider who sent a carer with a criminal 

record for theft, how can you still employ this company beggars belief. How do I know this profit based company will even turn up when 
they are contracted to. I genuinely fear for my father in laws life. He does not have a long time left and to change his care to a sub standard 
company when he has severe COPD and Vascular Dementia does not fill me with any confidence. I live 45mins away from my father in law 
and need to know he is being cared for as you would of any elderly vulnerable person. What savings can be possibly made by employing a 
independent provider for 14 clients. From my Teams meeting with Keith Hogan on Monday 01/02/2021 he commented it cost £13 ph for 
independent care and £34ph for Gateshead Council Long Term Care a difference of approx. £20. Do you not still have to pay these carers or 
you would not make any savings or are you going to make them redundant. In 2018 there were 30 odd clients on Long Term Care two years 
later there are fourteen, does this not already show a saving. Why can you just not let these people die with a little warmth, dignity and 
happiness with people who they trust. In addition from a quote by the leader of Gateshead Council Martin Gannon 21/01/2021 in the 
Evening Chronicle “ Reductions in spending by £58.4m over the next 5yrs will have an impact on the way services are provided, however we 
remain confident that we can continue to provide the right support for those who require it most in our community” I hope Martin Gannon 
carries out his beliefs surely these vulnerable people on Long Term Care are exactly the people he is talking about  
 

• This maybe the case, but having in care services have proved in the past as essential, when private care companies do not and have been 
proven too not follow policies and procedures in this sector. Having a small pocket of care is beneficial and has proven in the past to have 
benefited the council plus the public. Everyone knows that there must be cut, but surely these could be made, by saving money by people 
working from home etc. You may say only 14 service users, but there has always reasons why these people have not been handed over too 
the private sector. Bad experience and usually quite negative and traumatic events that has took place. Surely they have there human rights 
too choose and have a service provided. Cutting 14 service users care is sury not going too make an impact on the budget, if this is managed 
well and has proven in the past too actual make the council money, (NHS FUNDED) cases for example. Every long term package have agreed 
too pay an extra cost on council tax too keep a well needed service. Until you are looking for care for a loved one and know the stresses etc 
that comes with this. You will know first hand the effects this will have. But putting a rise in council tax, then cutting services in my and 
others opinion is a disgrace. 
 

• This proposal has not properly assessed the impact on the 14 - or is it 15 -? families concerned many of whom have saved the council and 
other services the considerable cost of residential care over many years. There has been no proper consultation and no options offered for 
savings that would retain the inhouse service. For the sake of a comparatively small budget saving, the quality of life, and mental and 
physical wellbeing of 14 of the most vulnerable people in Gateshead is being sacrificed. These are people who have few years left and very 
little ask other than the loyal, committed and caring people who have become as trusted as family to them. It would be a dereliction of duty 



 
and responsibility of the council to put these families under the additional stress of losing the one element of stability on continued care in 
their lives bearing in mind they may not have long to live. You need to imagine how it feels to be able to do absolutely nothing for yourself 
and have to rely on strangers for the most intimate of services. And consider the cost should they as a result need to go into residential 
care. 
 

• Those with long term home care are by definition vulnerable. We need our council to listen to us and understand. The reason we remain 
with the council care service is sevenfold, but primarily it is because we trust our council representatives to keep us safe and provide quality 
of care. We know if there is a problem you will listen and take action to help. You are accountable and will not let us down. This is not the 
case for an independent care provider. I live this life depending on others daily for basic needs and have personal experience of both private 
providers and the council’s services. They are markedly different in many ways. There is no smooth hand over that will not impact 
negatively on the mental and physical wellbeing of individual users who currently use council services. The benefits of money saving does 
not outweigh the disadvantages. With private providers there is a lack of accountability in quality of care, client safety and satisfaction. I 
have lived experience of this and know people who still suffer and are frustrated with private providers, but they have no choice. A 
catalogue of failures by independent providers led me to move from the private sector to the council’s services and it is the best thing that 
happened for my care and wellbeing. Employees from councils are local and reliable, they know our villages and communities and are 
experienced and skilled. Sadly, employees from private providers are often not local and travel from outside the area (often late/rushed or 
fail to arrive due to traffic or weather), there is a high turn-over of staff so no continuity of care, and inexperienced staff who are not 
qualified to use equipment like hoist - essential for my care. I have no trust or confidence in the care of independent providers and forced 
move to a private company will increase my vulnerability. As well intentioned as private providers may be, the purpose of the company is to 
make money, they cannot equal council provision.  
 

• Why independent providers, should be cheaper in house unless council unable to do is job correctly. Independent providers always cost 
more as they have make a profit, while the council should be able do as not for profit . 

 
February 21 – budget consultation outcome 
The consultation issues raised through the initial budget consultation process have been considered. Following consideration of many factors 
including the consultation responses themselves, the deliverability and impact of the budget options, the overall financial position of the Council, 
and the specific potential impact of this proposal, it is proposed not to take forward the commissioning of the Council’s long term home care service 
and all service users / family carers were directly notified of that decision. 
 



 
 
Signed: (completing officer) Keith Hogan (Service Manager) 
Date: 21/1/21 (Reviewed 12/2/21) 
 
Service Director: (approved) Steph Downey 
Date: 27/1/21 (Reviewed 12/2/21) 

 


